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AUTOMATIC ENTRANCE SYSTEM DESIGN? 

 

‘How do you design powered entrance systems to last?’ Designing any power operated 

entrance system, needs to follow most of the following basic principles. 

 

Design Alignment: Will the system’s design meet the objectives set down by the owners 

and satisfy each user’s needs, on a day to day basis, for a reasonable life expectancy. 

 

Design Suitability: Is the installation design suitable in situ within its environment? Is 

there an alternative, that may better fulfil more of the ideal needs of the site and will the 

installation be safe in use, reliable and remain fully functional? 

 

 
 

Design Durability: Will the system withstand reasonable demands put upon it? Both 

manmade and natural, every day of each year, in all weathers and against the likely 

expected environmental challenges that could affect its performance. 

 

Design Flexibility: Can the installation be adjusted to suit reasonable change? Many sites 

experience the need for system modification, adjustment or functional change and the 

best designs allow for this in the most cost effective way. 
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Design Cost: The whole life cost of many installations can be overlooked at the point-of-

sale. In too many cases, a lower installation cost often means a shortage in product and a 

compromise in quality and or service. Higher maintenance costs are usually evident in 

lower budget solutions as is a greater necessity for repairs. Availability of replacement 

parts could be compromised, as can the compatibility of components working suitably 

together, the older an installation becomes. 
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Design Support: Are all the components of the installation serviceable and maintainable. 

Accidents happen and a good design may need to have a variety of alternative solutions, 

in keeping with the demands of the property it is installed upon and the seriousness of its 

purpose may require greater response or shorter down time. 

 

Design Options: All installation designs can have many alternative options. Most 

common can be Style, which can vary with less effect upon performance or functionality, 

whereas Construction would directly affect many aspects including, safe use, 

functionality and durability, to name just three. Product suitability is important, however, 

different suppliers often have compatible alternatives that may do. Keeping a common 

source of supply across a single installation is usually better practise, but not always. 

 

 
 

Design Process: Clarity of design with each party, throughout the process, is important. 

Change in design should be considered and reasonably accommodated for at any stage, 

from conception through to completion, with likely consequences clarified accordingly. 

 

Everyday owners across the UK have to live with consequences of good and bad design. 
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